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Pairing simplified yoga poses with alphabetized animals and objects, ABC Yoga features colorful

illustrations of children and animals practicing yoga along with playful rhymes to explain each

movement. A fun family read, this interactive title is perfect for teaching toddlers their ABCs, as well

as introducing them to familiar animals and basic, simplified yoga poses that promote health and

well-being. Each letter of the alphabet is paired with an engaging illustration mimicking the various

animals' natural movements. Clever rhymes explain how toddlers (and their parents!) can copy the

poses, each of which encourage movement, physical fitness, and mental health. The 26 yoga

poses, one for each letter of the alphabet, are renamed for easy understanding, while an index at

the end of the book identifies the correct name for each asana (yoga pose) for the adults. The

engaging illustrations and playful rhymes encourage children and their parents to get up and move,

promoting physical activity, learning, and togetherness.
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There are so many benefits for children who practice yoga. Yoga helps children manage stress

through breathing and meditation, helps build concentration, develops body awareness, and helps

with self esteem and healthy habits. Yoga is a perfect activity to introduce into your daily routine and

even into your classrooms! There is a lack of gym time in schools and yoga is a perfect way to



integrate movement into the school day. You can use it as a transitioning device between lessons,

as a pick me up in the afternoon, or a stress reducer before a test or exam. "ABC Yoga" is a

wonderful resource to help introduce yoga to young children. Christiane Engel helps children

discover yoga poses by going through the alphabet and pretending to be one of the animals. For

example: when children get to the letter "g" they will squat down like a grasshopper. Each page is

brightly colored and the poses are easy to mimic. @astoryaday

ABC YOGA by Christiane Engel is a super cute first yoga book for little ones. The large board book

makes turning pages easy and inviting. The ABC format showcases animals and other aspects of

nature to represent each letter of the alphabet. The poses invite children to imitate their favorite

animals, which is great fun and encourages participation. Following the letter Z you'll find a short

explanation of what yoga is and its benefits. The book concludes with a illustrated glossary of each

pose. A colorful and charming introduction to yoga with lovely, clean, simple illustrations.I received

this book for free in exchange for my honest opinions. I was in no way compensated for this review.

My opinions are honest and my own.
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